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ABSTRACT

Much Research on composite solid propellants has been performed over the past
few decades and much progress has been made, yet many of the fundamental processes are
still unknown, and the development of new propellants remains highly empirical. Ways to
enhance the performance of solid propellants for rocket and other applications continue to
be explored experimentally, including the effects of various additives and the impact of
fuel and oxidizer particle sizes on burning behavior. One established method to measure
the burning rate of composite propellant mixtures in a controlled laboratory setting is to
use a constant-volume pressure vessel, or strand burner. To provide high-pressure burning
rate data at pressures up to 360 atm, the authors have installed, characterized and improved
a strand burner facility at the University of Central Florida. Details on the facility and its
improvements, the measurement procedures, and the data reduction and interpretation are
presented. Two common HTPB / ammonium perchlorate (AP) propellant mixtures were
tested in the original strand burner. The resulting burning rates were compared to data from
the literature with good agreement, thus validating the facility and related test techniques,
the data acquisition, data reduction and interpretation.
After more than 380 successful recordings, an upgraded version of the strand
burner, SB-II (Strand Burner II) was added to the facility. The details of Strand Burner II,
its improvements over Strand Burner I, and its characterization study are presented.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A solid rocket motor’s operation and design depend on the combustion
characteristics of the propellant, and the ultimate success of the motor depends
significantly on knowledge of its burning rate behavior under all operating and designlimiting conditions (mainly pressure and temperature). However, the fundamental
combustion processes within a composite solid rocket motor are very complex and not
completely understood.1,

2

Experimental measurement and validation of a propellant’s

burning rate are therefore important and involve small-sample testing in laboratory burners,
subscale motor firings, and eventually full-scale firings at established test facilities.
Composite propellants composed of ammonium perchlorate (AP) oxidizer and hydroxylterminated-polybutadiene (HTPB) binder/fuel are commonly found in current production
rocket motors. Various additives for influencing an AP / HTPB-based propellant’s burning
rate, curing characteristics, and structural integrity are routinely added at low weight
percent levels. New additives and particle-size permutations are continually being
researched in an attempt to increase the performance of a propellant or otherwise modify
its physical and chemical characteristics.3,

4

The initial assessment of new additives is

typically conducted by burning small samples of propellant in a high-pressure burner prior
to manufacturing a full-scale grain.
In many cases, powdered metals, aluminum in particular, are used in solid
propellants because of their promise for high flame temperatures and increased

1

performance. Nonetheless, problems with melting temperatures, residence times, and oxide
coatings often prevent the high potential of metal powders from being fully realized.5 The
physical mechanisms controlling the heating, vaporization, and combustion of aluminized
solid propellant ingredients are challenging and continue to be the subject of active
research both theoretically and numerically.6-10
To further explore alternative composite propellant formulations and their
fundamental burning characteristics, the authors established a new, high-pressure strand
burner facility at the University of Central Florida (UCF). The strand burner technique is a
simple, convenient, and cost effective method for the measurement of the pressuredependent burning rate of solid propellants.1,

11, 12

This document describes the self-

sufficient solid propellant research laboratory, with an emphasis on the strand burner
design details and corresponding burning rate-measurement techniques.
Toward the end of the SLC-sponsored program, and over 400 firings, the original
strand burner was showing some signs of wear raising safety concerns. Therefore, based on
experience, a new strand burner was designed
•

to further extend the pressure range of testing without compromising user safety;

•

to increase the internal volume of the pressure vessel, minimizing the effect of
the pressure rise over the burning rate;

•

to simplify the maintenance of the system, improving turn around time;

•

to extend the life time of the overall system;

•

to double the number of windows, increasing the number of simultaneous
instrumentation ports.

2

Repeatability in the measurement from two different batches and characterization
experiments using two established HTPB / AP formulations are also described. Further
examples of the use of the strand burner facility for the assessment of burning rate
modifiers are provided in Stephens et al.13
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
During the 1940s, researchers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
California, began working on “castable” solid propellants. John Parsons developed asphalt
as a fuel and binder (the substance that holds all the chemicals together) together with
potassium perchlorate as an oxidizer. By the 1950s, synthetic polymers replaced the
asphalt. A major improvement came when the rocket designers and chemists added
aluminum powder to the mix, which increased the performance of the propellant
substantially. Nowadays, composite solid propellants are commonly utilized in rockets
because of their high burning rates and favorable specific impulse (Davenas, 2003).
Development of solid rocket propellants depends on the chemical composition and a
variety of parameters; but yet, combustion performance of solid propellant rocket motors
can be improved by the following physicochemical parameters:
•

Increasing propellant flame temperature without compromising the motor’
structural integrity;

•

Reducing the pressure sensitivity of the propellant to promote burn stability and
reduce motor damage;

•

Quantify the temperature sensitivity of the propellant;

•

Measure the casting tensile and compression strength and resistance to erosive
burning
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•

Obtaining a spectrum of propellant burning rate over the operating pressure and
temperature range.

All of these items are related to the phenomena of propellant combustion mechanisms.
Extensive substantiation using the principles of chemical kinetics, fluid dynamics
and heat transfer must be carried out during the design and conceptual analysis of the
rocket propellant to predict some of the complex combustion phenomena occurring during
rocket motor operation, such as ignition, erosive burning, oscillatory burning, and
combustion termination.
Thanks to the always-increasing availability of computational power, much progress
has been made in the modeling of these combustion phenomena. Nonetheless, analysis
from theoretical models offers estimation at best of the quantitative properties of the
propellant. The determination of the chief propellant combustion characteristic, the burning
rate, is only accurately determined by experiments.
The motivations for determining this property are different for propellant
researchers; design and development, and production engineers:
•

Propellant researchers are interested in the influence of new ingredients and new

formulations on the burning rate;
•

Design, development, and production engineers are interested in the applicability

and reproducibility of a propellant with this specific property.
Unlike most liquid propellant rocket engines, a solid propellant rocket motor and its
key components cannot be operationally pre-tested. As a result, individual motor reliability
must be inferred by substantiating the structural integrity and verifying manufacturing

5

quality on the entire population of motors. This aspect of solid propellant rocket motors
highlights the importance of combustion stability defined by the combustion index.
Also, the accuracy of thrust-time prediction has become increasingly more
important in the design of solid rockets for multiple boosters in launch vehicles and
requires a corresponding improvement of burning rate measurement accuracy. Thus,
knowledge of propellant burning rates, whether steady or unsteady, under a variety of
operating conditions is of critical importance both for applications (performance, cost, and
ageing of motors) and fundamentals (understanding of combustion processes). The desired
values are usually measured in a proper experimental setup, also because no theory capable
to predict burning rates with accuracies within 1% while including the effects of rate
modifiers is yet available. However, while experiments measuring steady burning rates are
reasonably feasible, those measuring ignition transient31,

32, 33

and unsteady values from

pressure oscillation are still a matter of research.34
2.1 Solid Rocket Propellant Combustion
Whether steady or unsteady, deflagration waves in energetic solid materials in
general consist of an initial condensed phase and a final gas phase of reaction products
(frequently including particles and/or droplets). The interface between the condensed phase
and gas phase is called the burning surface. The propagation rate of this interface is called
burning rate; physically, this can be seen as the regression rate of the condensed phase. It is
often convenient to define, more precisely, a linear burning (or deflagration) rate as the
web thickness burned per unit time in the direction perpendicular to the burning surface.
The burning surface regresses in a direction essentially perpendicular to itself.
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End of Encasing
Teflon Tubing

Burning Surface

Test Sample

Figure 1: The Typical Linear Regression of the Burning Surface

Solid propellants are considered to burn by parallel layers and the grain “tends to
retain its original configuration until the web has burned through” (Robert's law, 1839).
This law, originally proposed for homogeneous compositions, can be extended to modern
heterogeneous compositions if the propellant heterogeneity is limited to a “sufficiently
small scale”. The actual burning surface and its time evolution depend on the initial grain
geometry (molecules size, distribution, proportion) and overall combustion processes
(flame temperature, distance between the flame temperature and burning surface,
combustion stability and completeness of the chemical reactions.
Success in rocket motor design and development depends significantly on
knowledge of burning rate behavior of the selected propellant under all motor design
operating conditions and design limit conditions. Burning rate is a function of the pressure
and on the initial propellant grain temperature, cross-flow velocity, propellant type, fuel to
oxidizer ratio, and oxidizer particle size in the case of composite propellant. At any instant
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the burning rate governs the burning time and the mass flow rate of hot gas generated and
flowing from the motor combustion chamber to the nozzle and therefore the thrust, and the
specific impulse, of the rocket.
The empirical relation relating the burning rate, r, and the combustion chamber
pressure, P, is
r=aPn

(1)

Where a is a dimensionless empirical constant influenced by ambient grain
temperature (the temperature coefficient),and n is the burning rate exponent also called the
combustion index. The later is independent of the initial grain temperature and describes
the influence of chamber pressure on the burning rate. For stable operation, n has values
greater than 0 and less than 1.0. High values of n give a rapid change of burning rate with
pressure and can be determined for the motor.
Measuring rocket propellant burning rates covers various phases (research and
technology, screening, development, performance verification, and production control) and
each requires suitable tools. Correspondingly, a variety of experimental rigs and procedures
is in use worldwide, ranging from the simple strand burners to an array of closed or vented
vessels, from different small-scale (or subscale) test motors (ballistic evaluation motors) up
to full-scale motors tested first on ground and eventually in flight conditions.1
2.2 The Strand Burner
For about 60 years, the industry standard apparatus for routine measurements of
linear burning rates has been the so-called strand burner or Crawford bomb proposed by
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Crawford in 1947.11

This method, very quick, simple, and economic, is particularly

suitable for exploring new propellant compositions, characterizing a propellant’s burning
rate over a defined pressure and temperature range, or performing quality control of
established compositions37.
The propellant sample being tested, referred to as a strand, is burned within the
confines of a pressure tank pressurized with an inert gas. The strand is in the form of a
pencil-like stick, and is ignited at one end. The time duration for the strand to burn along
its length in a cigarette fashion is measured.
The two basic approaches to economical, experimental characterization of a solid
propellant’s burning rate are closed and isobaric strand burners. The closed burner
technique characterizes the isothermal burning rate function in a continuous manner over a
small pressure range with a single burn while the isobaric burner method provides a
discrete measurement requiring several burns. Over the years, three major advanced
techniques to improve the accuracy of the measurement of the regression rate of strands
have been implemented and characterized.
-

Hermance17 presented in 1969 a method that consists of using the strand as the
dielectric material of a capacitor which forms a part of a resonant inductorcapacitor circuit oscillating at a predetermined center frequency.

-

Bozic et al.18 presented the principle of the measurement and data reduction for
their method using microwave reflection interferometry in 1995.

-

Lately, high accuracy internal ballistic measurement have been performed using
ultrasonic instrumentation.19, 20

9

Refer to Appendix A for the detailed testing procedure used during the experiments.
Note that the experiment is designed in a fashion that places efficiency and safety at the
highest priority.
Refer to Appendix C and D for detail of the strand burners design.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The first section of this chapter defines the different components that constitute the
solid rocket facility. While most of the major components are unchanged since the original
installation started in fall 2003, most of the systems interacting between them and the
measurement instrumentation have been upgraded. The motivation for these upgrades was
to reach a higher level of safety, accuracy and diversity in our measurements.
3.1 Facility Hardware
At the core of the burner facility are the two high-pressure bombs. The original
strand burner, strand burner I or SB-I, was designed and built by Space Launch
Corporation (SLC) to handle test pressures in excess of 360 atm (5300 psi). The lowcarbon steel alloy body offers one side window along the strand and one end window
opposite to the strand. This pressure vessel was described in great detail by the author in an
AIAA paper presented during the 41st Joint Propulsion Conference in 2005. 21
Figure 2 presents the general arrangement of the strand burners. Sitting next to SBI, at the center of the optical table, is the new and improved strand burner, strand burner II
or SB-II. The new pressure vessel is essentially made of the same material and follows the
same design outline of SB-I. Table 1 relates the major differences between the two pressure
vessels, mainly found in the overall size and quantity of features.

1

Strand Burner I
Strand Burner II

Figure 2: Strand Burner I and Strand Burner II
Table 1: Major SB-I / SB-II Dimensions Comparison

Inner Diameter (in)
Outer Diameter (in)
Wall Thickness (in)
Outer Length (in)
Inner Length (in)
Maximum Width (in)
Volume (in2)
No. of Windows

SB-I
3.13
4.25
0.56
12.00
8.88
5.00
67.76
2

SB-II
3.70
6.00
1.15
12.00
6.50
9.80
76.76
4

% Increase
18
41
104
0
-27
96
13
100

The new strand burner was designed following the guidance of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code for normal operation up to 340 atm (5000 psi) and positive
margin of safety up to 544 atm (8000 psi). A simplified model of the assembly was
conceptualized, meshed and subjected to virtual internal pressure loading using a finite
element analysis computer software. The pre-processing and definition of the loads,

2

constraints and assumptions, along with some screenshots of the post-processing
visualization are gathered in Appendix H.

FEA was used during the design phase to

visualize stress concentration areas and validate the stress values found in the hand
calculations
The body, the end caps, the window holders and the window end caps were
machined out of solid rods of low-carbon steel alloy (SAE 4140). The 30.48 cm (12.0 in)
long cylinder has an outer diameter of 15.24 cm (6.00 in) and an inner diameter of 9.398
cm (3.700 in), an 18% increase over SB-I’s. Each extremity has a 5.08 cm (2 in) deep 4.0 4 UNC internal threads to accept the end-caps. Figure 3 shows the main body and the
forward en-cap with an emphasis on the large thread design providing strength, quick
assembly / disassembly and prevent galling.

Side
Windows

Forward End-Cap

Main Body

Figure 3: SB-II Main body and the Forward End-Cap
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Beyond the threads is a 32 micron finish 2.03 cm (0.80 in) wide. These areas are the seats
for the O-rings located on the end-caps sealing the strand burner forward and aft. The
hexagonal head of each end-cap is 1.77 cm (0.5 in) thick, making the overall length of the
burner 33.02 cm (13 in). Three 5.715 cm (2.25 in) 4 ½ UNC tapped holes were machined
through the wall of the cylindrical body in the plan of the strand to accept the window
frames. With the window frames and window end-caps installed, the maximum width of
the strand burner is 24.89 cm (9.80 in).
Both end-caps have the same overall dimensions and have two diametrically
opposed, 0.95 cm (0.375 in) 16 UNC tapped holes through their hexagonal ‘heads’. A tool
to apply torque to remove the end-caps can be fastened to these holes temporarily. The aft
end-cap has a 4.60 cm (1.812 in) hole bored 3.17 cm (1.25 in) deep from the inside to
accept the back-end window. This hole then reduces to a 2.54 cm (1.00 in) hole. Next to it
is the 0.15 cm (0.06 in) pressure port leading to a ¼ NPT thread. The same port is used to
fill and vent the pressure vessel. The forward end-cap has a center 2.54 cm (1.00 in), 14
UNF tapped hole to receive the strand holder. The seal between the strand holder and the
end-cap is achieved thanks to the strand holder O-ring seating on the smooth 2.38 cm
(0.937 in) hole bored beyond the threads.
The three lateral optical ports are comprised of three removable parts: the window
frame, the window and the window end-cap. The window frame is a SAE 4140 steel
cylinder threaded on the outside screwed onto the main body and smooth on the inside to
accept the window.

4

Window

Window End-Cap

Window Frame

Figure 4: One of the Three Side Window within its Window Frame and a Window End-Cap

After trying several commercial thread sealants, the seal between the window frame and
the body was found to be best using ample layers of Teflon tape. Each window (side and
back-end) is a 3.175 cm (1.25 in) high, 4.60 cm (1.81 in) diameter polycarbonate (Lexan)
cylinder that is press-fitted into the window frame. A greased O-ring and retainer held in a
groove machined in the windows provide the seal with the window frame. Optical quality
windows for spectroscopic studies can be easily used instead of the Lexan windows. The
window end-cap is screwed on the window frame and holds the window within the later.
The strand holder, shown in Figure 5, is a modified McMaster-Carr (92865A524)
grade 5, zinc-plated steel hex head, 1 in cap bolt.
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Insulated
Copper Wire
(Positive Lead)

O-Ring and Backup Ring

Conax High
Pressure Feedthrough Gland

Ground Eyelet for Ni-Chrome
Ignition Wire
Figure 5: Strand Holder

The modification included machining of part of the thread and the incorporation of a
groove to accept a greased O-ring and retainer. The gland for the O-ring was designed
following the guidelines presented in the Parker O-ring Handbook. At the tip of the bolt, a
0.635 cm (0.25 in) hole was bored 0.51 cm (0.20 in) deep to hold the strand during tests.
On one side of this depression, a hole was tapped to accept a small eyelet (the ground); on
the other side, a 0.635 cm (¼-20 UNC) tap and a 0.32 cm (0.125 in) through hole was
machined to admit a 14-gage copper wire sealed in a compression seal gland from Conax
(PL-14-1) at the other end, which serves as the positive lead. This removable plug design
provides easy access for quick turn around between burns. To facilitate the access to the
strand holder and because the complete strand burner totals a mass of 41.5 kg (91.5 lb), it
is braced horizontally by two, 3.81 cm (1.50 in) thick aluminum stands. When installed on
the stands, the top most part of the assembly sits 28.02 cm (11.03 in) above the optical
table. Figure 2 presents an overview of the strand burner, as secured within the aluminum
strand, centered on the optical table.
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The entire surface of the body, from thread to thread, and the inner faces on the endcaps has a 3 mil chrome plating to protect the steel body from chemical attacks from the
products of the combustion reaction and from corrosion while the system is not loaded with
argon. All the other none-threaded surfaces have been coated with Praxair’s FE-101 metal
powder (Stainless Steel 316) using a novel technique developed at UCF’s Surface
Engineering and Nanotech Laboratory: Air Plasma Spray (APS) led by Dr. Sudipta Seal.
AISI type 316 stainless steel is an austenitic, low carbon alloy high corrosion resistant steel
thanks to its high concentration of chromium and nickel. In addition, the application of this
coating by APS created a mostly dense, largely metallic (non-oxidized) coating. The APS
thermal spray technique uses large electrical currents to ionize argon and hydrogen gases,
to create a 15000 K flame and particle velocities that can reach 300 m.sec -1. FE-101
powder is injected directly into the flame, which is melted and blasted towards the
substrate fusing with the later. After multiple passes, twenty for this particular application,
a suitable thickness is achieved, whereby the coating has no connected porosity between
the substrate and the surface. In addition to the protection afforded by a coating, mainly the
isolation of the substrate from the corrosive environment, the SS 316 by APS allows a very
strong SS 316 due to a fine-grained structure created by APS. This allows it to withstand
handling and minor scratches without losing protection. Furthermore, the highly anodic
chromium present in the SS 316 neutralizes the galvanic potential of the underlying steel,
meaning that a small scratch through the plasma coating will not corrode.
To run the facility, two independent compressed-gas systems are needed: a highpressure usable gas and a low-pressure working gas (Ref. Figure 6).
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Fill Flow Control Valve
(manually set)

Working Pressure
(N) Regulator

High Pressure Ar
Regulators

Ar
(reserve)

Ar

Ar

Ar
(reserve)

N

Figure 6: High Pressure Gas Supply

A low-pressure nitrogen circuit is regulated from a single 170 atm (2500 psi) bottle
to 5.4 atm (80 psi) to actuate the pneumatic mechanisms of the remotely controlled on/off
ball valves.
To duplicate the pressure of the combustion chamber of the rocket motor
within which the solid propellant may be burned, the bomb is pressurized with a chemically
inert gas. For this purpose, high-pressure argon is supplied by two regulated, 408 atm
(6000 psi), 16.14 m3 (570 ft3) bottles via 510 atm (7500 psi) rated 0.635 cm (0.25 in)
stainless steel tubing (Swagelok SS-T4-S-049). Crawford et al.11 in their earlier
experiments found no significant difference in the burning rate while burning strands in
helium, carbon dioxide, nitrogen or argon. Argon was chosen for its price, higher density,
and availability. Filling of the strand burner is done remotely by actuating a solenoidoperated, normally closed pneumatic valve; note that two manual quarter turn ON/OFF ball
valves are located after each 408 atm (6000 psi) Matheson regulator (3066-1/4) to provide
manual override. The filling rate is manually preset with a needle valve. Venting of the
8

high-pressure inert gas and the products of the combustion outside the laboratory is also
operated remotely by actuating another solenoid-operated, normally closed pneumatic
valve. For security, venting of the system may be done manually by opening another
quarter turn ON / OFF ball valve on the exhaust override line (Ref.
Figure 7). Another needle valve controls the exhaust flow rate to prevent icing of the
plumbing or even shock formation during venting.
Exit Flow Control
Valve (manually set)
Toward Outside
the Laboratory

Remotely
Controlled Exit
Valve

Bypass
Emergency
Manual Valve

Figure 7: Venting Line Valves

The two pressure transducers are located between the two manual ball valves that
isolate either strand burner from the high pressure network. Before burning a batch of
propellant, one of the two strand burner is selected by opening one of the two ball valves.
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Figure 8 shows the location of the strand burner selector valves, right behind each bomb
pressure ports.

ON / OFF Ball Valves of the
Strand Burners

Figure 8: Manual Selection of the Strand Burner
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3.2 Procedure
A detailed procedure was established for preparing and burning the propellant
samples. This procedure was refined during the course of the setup and early investigations
to improve the quality of the data collection and to establish a quicker turn around between
samples while increasing the safety of the operations. The length of the strand was chosen
to be around 2.54 cm (1 in) for several reasons.
- The first reason was to keep the pressure and temperature increase to a minimum since
the vessel pressure and grain temperature directly affect the burning rate. Depending on the
mixture, the combustion of a 1-in strand increases the pressure inside the bomb from 5 to
20%. This pressure variation was demonstrated in subsequent experiments to have a minor
influence on the burning rate of the tested sample. Howbeit the internal volume of the new
strand burner was increased by 13% to further reduce the pressure variation during
combustion without altering its distinct onsets and ends. Moreover, each burning time is
related to the pressure average between the ignition pressure and the pressure at extinction.
- Secondly, the 1-in strand minimizes the re-circulating flow field generated by the
inhibited, end-burning strand in a closed vessel as described and modeled by Glick and
Haun.12
- Depending on the composition of the strand, burning a longer strand may generate
enough smoke to hinder the proper acquisition of the light emitted by the burning surfaces.
- Finally, the strand size selected reduces the material cost, handling and storage of
hazardous material, and data storage of each experiment while maintaining adequate
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the data acquisition.
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The following picture (Figure 9) illustrate Al / AP / HTPB strands as extruded in
Teflon tubing (bottom right) and once the tubing removed (top left). Each strand is
weighed and measured prior to burning. Because the strand burns in a cigarette fashion
–thanks to the liquid HTPB coating on the sides for inhibiting the burning at these
surfaces– the length of the strand is of prime importance to determine the burning rate of
the specimen, while its shape is insignificant. In the present facility, the casting method,
which consists of punching out the mixed batch with a ¼ in outer diameter clear Teflon
tubing, dictates the strand’s cylindrical shape.

Figure 9: Al / AP / HTPB Strands In and Out of the Teflon Tubing

Each strand is weighed and measured prior to burning. Because the strand burns in a
cigarette fashion –thanks to the liquid HTPB coating on the sides for inhibiting the burning
at these surfaces– the length of the strand is of prime importance to determine the burning
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rate of the specimen, while its shape is insignificant. In the present facility, the casting
method, which consists of punching out the mixed batch with a ¼ in outer diameter clear
Teflon tubing, dictates the strand’s cylindrical shape.
The coated strand is placed on the strand holder which in turn is screwed onto the
strand burner. The operator then clears the burning area confined within blasting walls and
the rest of the operations, including pressurizing the vessel to the desired pressure, ignition,
data acquisition and venting of the tank is conducted remotely on the control board located
by the DAS.
The energy necessary to ignite a strand is collected from a spark generated by
passing high current in a very high-resistance Ni-chrome wire taut between the two eyelets
of the strand holder across the tip of the strand, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: An AP / HTPB Ready to be Loaded Into the Strand Burner
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An off-the-shelf 180-amp motorcycle battery provides the high current. The circuit
is closed remotely by pushing a button on the command board; this signal triggers a relay
installed in series between the battery and the strand holder. Under high pressure, the
energy generated by this spark is sufficient to ignite the propellant; the combustion of the
strand is then self-sustained. The ignition is normally done without the addition of any
explosive that might influence the overall burning rate of the sample under test. The
experiment procedure is described in detail in Appendix A.
3.3 Diagnostics
All four available ports of the strain burner have been optimized for monitoring and
recording the burning of the strands. Figure 11 provides a layout of the main diagnostics
relative to the strand burner.
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Figure 11: Burner Facility Schematic Illustration

The primary means of measuring and characterizing the burning rate of a selected
batch is by measuring the transient pressure increase during the firing. A high accuracy,
high response pressure transducer from Omega (PX313-5KG5V) is mounted at the end of
the common high-pressure line feeding the strand burners (Figure 12).
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Primary Pressure
Transducer Connected
to the DAS

Secondary Pressure
Transducer, Connected
to Digital Display

Figure 12: Dual Pressure Transducer Arrangement

The response time of this transducer is approximately 1 msec and offers an accuracy
of 0.25% FS (linearity, hysteresis, repeatability) throughout its operating pressure range, 0345 atm (0-5000 psi). To eliminate ground loops and other disturbances or noise within the
output signal, the pressure transducer has a dedicated 12 VDC power supply (Mastech
HY3003D). The signal is visualized, acquired, conditioned and logged on a computerbased Data Acquisition System (DAS) via a dual-channel waveform digitizer PCI busbased card and its corresponding software from Gage Applied Technologies (CompuScope
1540 & GageScope). The oscilloscope board can sample analog signals at speeds up to 50
MS/sec with 14-bit resolution. These performances are possible thanks to the onboard
memory. After sampling, logs of data are saved onto the computer for post processing.
Another high accuracy Omega pressure transducer (PX02C1-75KG5T), connected to a
digital meter from Omega (DP25B-E), displays the pressure inside the vessel in ‘real time’
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on the command board. This display is used to monitor the pressure inside the vessel
during filling and to verify venting is complete after an experiment and prior to removing
the strand holder, or any other component of the strand holder or plumbing hardware.
The second channel of the DAS is dedicated to the output signal of the high-speed,
8-mm, Si/PIN large area photoreceiver from New Focus (2031). The back window offers an
end view of the strand, ideal for this device, as shown in Figure 13.

Si/PIN Photoreceiver

Figure 13: The Photoreceiver as Installed on the Aft End-Cap

Thanks to the large visible wavelength range observed by the silicon-based photoreceiver
(400 to 1070 nm), the unfiltered light emitted during a test is fully captured, offering clear
beginnings and ends of the burns.
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Also available during each test is a 1-Megapixel digital video camera (Sony DCRTRV38) mounted on an optical pod such that the lens of the camera is in the plan of the
side window (Ref. Figure 14).
3.0 ND Filter

Digital Video
Camera

Figure 14: Setup for Digital Video Recording of the Tests

Due to the proximity of the camera lens and the excessive brightness of the flame, the light
is dimmed using a 3.0 optical density ND filter. The live experiment is broadcast onto the
computer/DAS via a FireWire (IEE 1394), and a qualitative record of each burn is
recorded. Note that the footages could also be used to determine the burning rate, but
because of the high burning rate of the test samples and the lower accuracy offered by this
method when compared to the pressure and emission methods, the videos are only used to
verify the quality of the burn. In many cases, the video recordings are used to verify
inconsistency in the burns detected by abnormal pressure transients and light traces due to
explosions.
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Figure 15 illustrates the latest improvement of the diagnostic instrumentation: the
design and implementation of an emission spectroscopy diagnostic system from Ocean
Optics.26 The light emitted by the combustion flame is conveyed by a fiber optic held to
one of the side window of the strand burner to a Charge Coupled Device (CCD). The CCD
diffracts and expands the incoming light to accurately convert it into voltage of different
intensity for that specific wavelength.

Fiber Optic
Cable

Charge Coupled
Device

Figure 15: Fiber Optic Installation for Emission Spectroscopy

The output signal is sent to a dedicated DAS via a USB cable; the same cable that powers
the spectrometer.

The data acquisition is controlled by the SpectraSuite software that

offers a graphical user interface to set the spectrometer parameters. Emission spectroscopy
is useful to solid propellant research in that the diagnostic can assist in the determination of
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the flame temperature and the identification of the species reacting within the combustion
zone.
Because A. I. Atwood et al.32, 33 proved that initial grain temperature significantly
influences the propellant burning rate, the room temperature around the strand burner is
recorded from a calibrated Omega thermocouple for each burn. This is to attest that each
run (approximately ten) of a batch is tested within 5° F of each other, and each batch has
been tested within 5° F of each other ruling out the initial grain temperature as a variable
influencing the performance of a batch when compared to others.
3.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation
When the propellant sample burns within the pressurized bomb, the phase transition of
the solid reactants into liquid at the burning surface then to gas as a result of the
combustion create an increase in pressure. This pressure increase varies from batch to
batch and lies within 15 to 20 % of the ignition pressure for low pressure testing (~600 psi)
and 5 to 8 % for high pressure testing (~2000 psi). Although ideally the samples should be
burned in a constant pressure environment, this slight increase in pressure was proven to be
of little influence during the characterization testing of SB-I. Also each burning time is
related to the pressure average between the ignition pressure and the pressure at extinction.
The high response instrumentation in place manages to record this slight increase that
spans over time lapses in the order of a second or two –depending on the test pressure and
grain potency– with great accuracy. Not only it clearly highlights the beginning and ending
of the combustion process, but also records any anomalies or combustion instabilities that
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may have occurred during the burn testing offering a quantitative and a qualitative view of
the grain combustion.
Once manually triggered, both GageScope and SpectraSuite are set to record 10 sec
of data. Experience has shown that 10 sec is plenty for the operator to comfortably trigger
SpectraSuite, trigger GageScope, then ignite the propellant. Before saving the data, the
researcher must verify the three phases of the burn have been captured (initial pressure,
burn, cool off). If not, the test is void and another strand is prepared and burnt at the same
pressure. One batch of propellant is usually characterized by 10 discrete burns from 500 to
2000 psi (approximately every 160 psi). During the 10 sec acquisition, GageScope collects
10,000 voltage values between 0 and 5 V from the pressure transducer and 10,000 voltage
values between 0 and 5 V from the photoreceiver. These values are logged on two different
CSV files where the first column represents the time stamp in second and the second
column the voltage output from the transducers. The files are then processed through a
Matlab script (ref Appendix G). The code combines the two files into one and converts the
voltage output (V) from the pressure transducer into pressure (psi) using a linear law
derived from the instrument calibration data (ref Appendix F). The file is then reduced
from 10,000 lines to about 5,600 by the SMOOTH.M Matlab function. This function
‘cleans’ the data by deleting outliers and reducing signal noise using a running mean over 2
x N +1 successive points. (N points on each side of the current point, here N = 37). The
code then saves the data, ready to be plotted using Microsoft Excel. From Microsoft Excel,
the researchers can easily reduce the data file even further to center the plot on the burning
phase.
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EVAL-SBII02-10 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 16: Pressure and Light Intensity Recorded during the SB-II Characterization Exercise

Figure 16 presents a typical pressure signal showing the pressure level before
recorded during a burn test from a composite AP / HTPB propellant mixture. The signal
can be divided into three distinct phases separated by two pivotal points. The first part of
the recording displays the initial pressure within the strand burner. Upon the ignition the
pressure starts rising; this is the first inflexion point. This point pressure and time is
recorded as ‘ignition time’ and ‘ignition pressure’. As shown, the pressure rises steadily as
the flame progresses along the strand and produces gaseous products at a constant rate.
When the flame as consumed all of the propellant, the gaseous generation, the gas
dynamics and thermodynamic phenomena stop and so does the pressure increase; this is the
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second inflexion point. This point pressure and time is recorded as ‘extinction time’ and
‘extinction pressure’. The pressure inside the bomb then decreases slowly until an
equilibrium pressure level is attained. The equilibrium pressure level corresponds to the
initial pressure of argon gas set by the operator plus the additional gases from the
combustion products and a slight increase from the heat generated during the combustion
process. It could also be due to condensation of the particulate matter upon cooling. The
burn time is clearly illustrated, and the quality of the data seen in Figure 16 is
representative of most burns.
The signal recorded from the photoreceiver, the light emission, is recorded by the
same software (GageScope) as the pressure signal. The acquisition for both signals falls
under the same trigger, this allow the researcher to plot both recordings on the same time
axis and use the light emission trace to corroborate the onset and completion of the burning
as inferred from the pressure trace. Figure 16 shows that the light increases immediately
upon initiation of the burn and ends when the burning has finished. In many cases, the light
intensity decreases with time due to the formation of dense and obstructing gases and solid
particulates within the tank. The burning rate inferred from the emission signal in most
cases is within a 2% of the rate inferred from the pressure signal. In certain cases where
there is a problem with the pressure signal transmission, the burning rate can be taken from
the light signal with confidence. A closer look at the light and pressure signals recorded
during the burn testing for the characterization of SB-II is posted in Section 3.5.
In addition to the quantitative burning rate data, qualitative information can also be
obtained from comparing the light and the pressure signals. For some propellant samples,
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more so for earlier runs when propellant mixing, casting, curing and burning were still in
the development and experimental stages, explosion-like events that violently destroy the
sample and invalidate the burning rate measurement were witnessed. When such an
explosion event occurs, there is quite often a sharp increase in the pressure rise, but an
increase in pressure alone does not conclusively differentiate between a violent explosion
of the sample or just an increase in burning rate due to a pressure or an inhomogeneous
grain effect. However, the corresponding yet more dramatic increase in the light emission
provides a more definitive indication of explosion. A typical case when ‘explosion’
(excessively high burning rate, or a noticeable burning rate increase) was thought to occur
is presented in Figure 17.
An Abnormal Burning Behavior
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Figure 17: Characteristics of an Abnormal Burning Behaviors
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As seen, the light emission very distinctly rises when the explosion event takes place. In
many cases, the light emission saturates the detector and/or the data acquisition system by
creating an electrical signal greater than 5 V. The digital video data supported these
conclusions and aided in diagnosing burning rate problems in earlier measurements such as
flame propagation through the strand via voids and cracks, or breaking of the strand during
a burn. Videos of the burns were also used to verify the flame surface propagation onto the
side of the strand and the effectiveness of the liquid HTPB as inhibitor to restrict the
combustion surface to the tip of the strand.
From an array of burning rates measured at different pressures, one can calculate the
coefficients a and n of the law of dependence of the burning rate of combustion with
pressure established by Vieille at the end of the 19th century:
r=aPn

(1)

A study on tailoring the behavior of novel rocket propellant is currently underway in the
UCF Rocket Propellant Research Facility. The intent of this research is to narrow down the
composition of a propellant that becomes impervious to pressure changes (n = 0) at a
particular pressure range. Such propellant burning rates are said to “plateau” at that
pressure range. High values of the combustion index (n) give rapid changes of burning rate
with pressure and are undesirable as they usually lead to structural failure of the rocket
motor. Once the coefficients of Vieille’s law are determined, the burning rate of the studied
mixture is fully defined. Remember that at any instant the burning rate governs the mass
flow rate of hot gas generated and flowing from the motor to the nozzle and therefore the
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thrust and the specific impulse of the rocket. Burning rates determined from the strand
burner technique provide a means to assess the relative effects that additives, propellant
combinations, and manufacturing techniques amongst different propellant mixtures.
3.5 Characterization Tests
To investigate the performance of the new strand burner, a fully characterized
propellant was burnt. This propellant was chosen for the simplicity in its formulation, its
good handling during the mixing, the extrusion and the curing operations; ruling out any
variables from these steps that may influence the outcome of the exercise. The mixture
belongs to the smokeless composite category having a monomodal composition of 200 μm
particle size ammonium perchlorate at a total weight percentage of 80.0% and HTPB fuel /
binder at 18%. The last 2% of the propellant was composed of Tepanol (cross-linking
bonding agent) and IPDI (curing agent). Refer to Table 2 for precise batch composition:
Batch

Date of Fab

HTPB %

AP %

IPDI %

Tepanol %

Additive %

EVAL-SBI01

01/26/06

18.001

79.708

2.059

0.232

0.000

EVAL-SBI02

01/27/06

18.067

80.000

1.733

0.200

0.000

EVAL-SBI03

06/23/06

18.075

80.000

1.725

0.200

0.000

EVAL-SBI04

08/17/06

18.050

80.000

1.750

0.200

0.000

EVAL-SBII01

10/09/07

18.050

80.000

1.750

0.200

0.000

EVAL-SBII02

10/11/07

18.041

79.960

1.799

0.200

0.000

Table 2: Mixing Ratios of the Characterization Propellants

All batches were prepared, mixed, extruded and cured at the UCF Rocket Propellant
Mixing Facility in accordance with the methodology developed by Matthew Stephens et
al.25
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Reproducibility and repeatability in the measurement of burning rates was verified
by burning two different batches mixed with the same ingredients, in the same proportions,
EVAL-SBII01 and EVAL-SBII02. A total of 20 samples from these two independent
batches were burned in the new strand burner (SB-II), covering a range of average
pressures from 658 to 2447 psi. The detail of the information recorded during the EVALSBII-01 characterization test runs, pressure rise (psi) and light intensity (V), is as shown in
Figure 18:
EVAL-SBII01-01 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 18.a: EVAL-SBII01-01 Test Runs

Figure 18.b: EVAL-SBII01-02 Test Runs

EVAL-SBII01-03 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 18.c: EVAL-SBII01-03 Test Runs

Figure 18.d: EVAL-SBII01-04 Test Runs
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Figure 18.e: EVAL-SBII01-05 Test Runs
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Figure 18.f: EVAL-SBII01-06 Test Runs

EVAL-SBII01-07 - 100/0, 80% AP

EVAL-SBII01-08 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 18.g: EVAL-SBII01-07 Test Runs

Figure 18.h: EVAL-SBII01-08 Test Runs
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Figure 18.i: EVAL-SBII01-09 Test Runs

Figure 18.j: EVAL-SBII01-10 Test Runs

Figure 18: EVAL-SBII01 Characterization Test Runs (10)

The ignition and extinction times and corresponding pressure values were recorded as
described in Section 3.4. Table 1 summarizes EVAL-SBII01 individual run data.
Table 3: EVAL-SBII01 Ignition and Extinction Time and Pressure Measurements

Batch Sample

Ignition Burn Out Avg. Test Pressure
Pressure Pressure Pressure Increase

Strand
Length

Ignition
Start

Burnout
Time

Burning
Rate
-1

Ambient
Temp.

(psi)

(psi)

(psi)

%

(in)

(sec)

(sec)

(in.sec )

(°F)

SBII01-01

605

712

658

18

1.0690

2.070

6.120

0.264

80.2

SBII01-02

840

971

906

16

1.0555

1.681

5.209

0.299

79.7

SBII01-03

985

1119

1052

14

1.0530

1.105

4.418

0.318

80.4

SBII01-04

1254

1395

1324

11

1.0380

1.510

4.571

0.339

80.1

SBII01-05

1402

1560

1481

11

1.0585

1.390

4.360

0.356

80.9

SBII01-06

1549

1711

1630

10

1.0490

1.240

4.270

0.346

80.1

SBII01-07

1812

1983

1897

9

1.0440

1.264

3.989

0.383

80.2

SBII01-08

1961

2143

2052

9

1.0595

1.093

3.788

0.393

80.0

SBII01-09

2167

2349

2258

8

1.0510

0.832

3.505

0.393

80.3

SBII01-10

2337

2508

2422

7

1.0480

0.943

3.710

0.379

80.2
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By plotting the burning rate as a function of the average test pressure on a log-log
coordinate system, and run a power type curve-fit regression function over the data, one
obtain the paramount coefficient A and n of the Vieille’s law, and the R2 parameter to
validate the predicting curve. As shown on Figure 19, the burning rate equation for EVALSBII01 is r = 0.039 P 0.300, and the R2 = 0.95.

EVAL-SBII01 - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00

0.300

Burning Rate

y = 0.039x
R2 = 0.949

0.10
100

1000
Test Pressure

Figure 19: Burning Equation of EVAL-SBII01
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Another batch of the same composition was mixed independently then burnt in the
new strand burner. Figure 21 shows the recordings of the burn tests of EVAL-SBII02.

EVAL-SBII02-01 - 100/0, 80% AP

EVAL-SBII02-02 - 100/0, 80% AP
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5.2

5.7
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0.7
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1.3

1.9

2.4

3.0

Figure 20.a: EVAL-SBII02-01 Test Runs

4.1

4.7

5.2

Figure 20.b: EVAL-SBII02-02 Test Runs

EVAL-SBII02-03 - 100/0, 80% AP

EVAL-SBII02-04 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 20.c: EVAL-SBII02-03 Test Runs

Figure 20.d: EVAL-SBII02-04 Test Runs
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Figure 20.e: EVAL-SBII02-05 Test Runs
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Figure 20.f: EVAL-SBII02-06 Test Runs

EVAL-SBII02-07 - 100/0, 80% AP

EVAL-SBII02-08 - 100/0, 80% AP
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Figure 20.g: EVAL-SBII02-07 Test Runs

Figure 20.h: EVAL-SBII02-08 Test Runs
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Figure 20.i: EVAL-SBII02-09 Test Runs

Figure 20.j: EVAL-SBII02-10 Test Runs

Figure 20: EVAL-SBII02 Characterization Test Runs (10)

From these graphs, one can extract the ignition and extinction times and corresponding
pressure for EVAL-SBII02 as seen in Table 4.

Table 4: EVAL-SBII02 Ignition and Extinction Time and Pressure Measurements

Batch Sample

Ignition Burn Out Avg. Test Pressure
Pressure Pressure Pressure Increase

Strand
Length

Ignition
Start

Burnout
Time

Burning
Rate
-1

Ambient
Temp.

(psi)

(psi)

(psi)

%

(in)

(sec)

(sec)

(in.sec )

(°F)

SBII02-01

643

752

698

17

1.0465

1.780

5.801

0.260

81.0

SBII02-02

810

942

876

16

1.0475

1.090

4.680

0.292

82.7

SBII02-03

1010

1144

1077

13

1.0330

1.950

5.360

0.303

83.1

SBII02-04

1226

1368

1297

12

1.0490

1.862

5.174

0.317

82.1

SBII02-05

1380

1523

1451

10

1.0360

1.385

4.526

0.330

82.0

SBII02-06

1567

1710

1638

9

1.0355

1.982

5.000

0.343

82.1

SBII02-07

1765

1912

1839

8

1.0240

1.930

4.909

0.344

84.3

SBII02-08

1959

2109

2034

8

1.0455

1.580

4.670

0.338

82.6

SBII02-09

2166

2329

2247

8

1.0495

2.390

5.353

0.354

82.3

SBII02-10

2367

2526

2447

7

1.0215

1.740

4.530

0.366

82.0
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The burning rate values and test pressures can be plotted one as a function of the other on a
log-log coordinate system to obtain the burning rate equation for EVAL-SBII02: r = 0.055
P 0.243, and the R2 = 0.95 (Ref. Figure 21).
EVAL-SBII02 - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00

0.243

Burning Rate

y = 0.055x
2
R = 0.949

0.10
100

1000

10000

Test Pressure

Figure 21: Burning Rate Equation for EVAL-SBII02

The data recorded with the new strand burner and setup arrangement has proven to be very
good, and each batch is consistent with its trend (high R2 values).
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Figure 22 show how well each batch agrees with each other by plotting both burning rate
equations on the same graph from which one can extract the average burning rate equation
for EVAL-SBII01 and EVAL-SBII02.

ALL EVAL-SBII - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00

SBII01
SBII02
SBII Average

0.272

Burning Rate

y = 0.046x

0.10
100

1000

10000

Test Pressure

Figure 22: Average Burning Rate Equation for EVAL-SBII01 and EVAL-SBII02

The real narrow band formed by the data is characteristic of small variance from batch to
batch, rendering the average data a good approximation of the set. This tight spread
demonstrates the high repeatability quality of the new strand burner.
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To validate these burning tests, they were compared against 4 other batches of the
same propellant burnt using SB-I to support the research on novel burning rate modifiers
presented by Matthew Stephens and the author at the 42nd AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint
Propulsion Conference & Exhibit.23 Figure 23 reveals the data for EVAL-SBI as a whole
(4 batches) and the average burning rate equation.
ALL EVAL-SBI - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00
SBI01
SBI02
SBI03
SBI04
SBI Average

Burning Rate

y = 0.035x0.306

0.10
100

1000
Test Pressure

Figure 23: Average Burning Rate Equation for
EVAL-SBI01, EVAL-SBI02, EVAL-SBI03 and EVAL-SBI04
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The tight band formed by the data is characteristic of small variance from batch to batch,
rendering the average data a good approximation for the set which is used next to qualify
SB-II.
On the next figure (Figure 24), the 32 samples from the 4 batches making the
EVAL-SBI group are plotted together, along with the equation averaging the burning rate
over the entire ensemble, this is the reference datum used to benchmark the new setup. The
latest 20 samples from the 2 batches making the EVAL-SBII group are also plotted
together, along with the equation averaging the burning rate over the entire ensemble.
ALL EVAL - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00

SBI
SBII
SBI Average
SBII Average

0.272

Burning Rate

y = 0.046x

0.306

y = 0.035x

0.10
100

1000
Test Pressure

Figure 24: Correlation Between the SBI and SBII Evaluation Test Runs
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This graphical representation convey clearly the agreement of the new data
collected from the new strand burner with the reference data generated in the original
strand burner.

Table 5 shows the average values calculated to represent the 2 groups of batches. The
reference group, group EVAL-SBI, comprises batches EVAL-SBI01, SBI02, SBI03 and
SBI04. The evaluation group, group EVAL-SBII comprises EVAL-SBII01, SBII02.
Table 5: EVAL-SBI and SBII Burning Rates
Calcualted
-1
Burning Rate (in.sec )
Strand Burner
SBI
SBI

Batch
01
02

Burn Rate Equation

500 (psi)

2000 (psi)

r = 0.029 P

0.325

0.219

0.343

r = 0.032 P

0.325

0.241

0.378

0.235

0.337

SBI

03

r = 0.047 P

0.259

SBI

04

r = 0.036 P

0.314

0.253

0.392

r = 0.039 P

0.300

0.252

0.381

r = 0.055 P

0.243

0.249

0.349

SBII
SBII

01
02

Average
-1
Burning Rate (in.sec )
500 (psi)

2000 (psi)

0.237

0.362

0.250

0.365

These average values are used to quantify the agreement between the groups at 500 psi and
2000 psi as follows
The percentage difference at 500psi (worst case) is calculated as follow:

Δ 500 =

0.250 − 0.237
*100 = 5.6%
0.237

As shown graphically, this small deviation reduces even further at high pressure to
Δ 2000 =

0.365 − 0.362
*100 = 0.7%
0.362

The correlation between SB-I and SB-II is stronger at higher pressures. This finding is in
accordance with the fact that the sample burning rate measurement gain in accuracy for
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high initial test pressures. This is due to the lower percentage pressure increase at high test
pressures, 8 - 9% at 2000 psi compare to 17 - 19% at 600 psi. SB-II internal volume is 13%
larger than SB-I’s for a better accuracy of the burning rate measurement over the entire
operating pressure.
The very good agreement between the averages of the two batch burning rates is
consistent with the good concurrence between the data collected with SB-I and SB-II
throughout the characterization exercise and reinforce the confidence level in the
performance of the new setup.
3.6 Statistical Analysis

To demonstrate the good repeatability in the measurement of the burning rate of a
selected propellant mixture, and to quantify our confidence level on the published data,
five extra samples of the EVAL-SBII02 batch were burn tested in SB-II at 1000 psi.
These five measurements are collected in Table 6 along with the data collected from
sample EVAL-SBII02-03.
Table 6: Collection of Data for Statistical Analysis

Batch Sample

Ignition Burn Out Avg. Test Pressure
Pressure Pressure Pressure Increase

Strand
Length

Ignition
Start

Burnout
Time

Burning
Rate
-1

(psi)

(psi)

(psi)

%

(in)

(sec)

(sec)

(in.sec )

SBII02-03

1010

1144

1077

13

1.0330

1.95

5.36

0.303

SBII02-11

1007

1142

1075

13

1.0550

1.55

5.01

0.305

SBII02-12

1014

1158

1086

14

1.0655

2.55

6.03

0.306

SBII02-13

1010

1144

1077

13

1.0440

2.20

5.64

0.303

SBII02-14

976

1117

1046

14

1.0395

1.76

5.17

0.304

SBII02-15

1010

1150

1080

14

1.0500

3.66

7.04

0.311
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Figure 25 displays the very good agreement between all six burning rates sampling
carried at an average ignition pressure of 1005 psi
EVAL-SBII02 - 100/0, 80% AP - Burning Rate
1.00

0.243

y = 0.055x
2
R = 0.949
Burning Rate

Additional 5 samples
for statistical analysis
around 1000 psi

0.10
100

1000

10000

Test Pressure

Figure 25: Additional Samples for Statistical Analysis and EVAL-SBII02 Burning Rate

These six samples were tested in an average strand burner pressure ranging from
1046 to 1086 psi, yielding an overall average of 1073.5 psi. The small spread of average
test pressures of 40 psi, ensures that all the samples were tested within 3% of the average
value. The theoretical burning rate for EVAL-SBII02 at this overall average pressure is
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calculated using the burning rate equation determined during the characterization exercise
(Ref. Section 3.5) and is used as a reference:
r1074 = 0.055 x 1073.5 0.243
r1074 = 0.300 in.sec-1

A simple statistical analysis carried on the six burning rates is summarized in Table
7.
Table 7: EVAL-SBI and SBII Burning Rates
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Confidence Level (90.0%)
Confidence Level (95.0%)

0.30546
0.00114
0.30474
0.00280
0.00001
2.65448
1.56506
0.00772
0.30293
0.31065
6
0.00231
0.00294

Based on this statistical analysis, a 90% confidence interval for the burning rate
determination using the new strand burner is r ± 0.00231 in.sec-1, and r ± 0.00294 in.sec-1
for a 95% confidence level. Meaning that based on this analysis, the 95% confidence
interval for the burning rate of EVAL-SBII02 at 1074 psi has an upper limit of 0.3084
in.sec-1 and a lower limit of 0.30252 in.sec1.
Each average burning pressure differs from one to another due to the small
differences in the initial strand burner pressure and strand length. The burning rates were
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normalized with respect to the overall average pressure using Equation (2) in order to plot
each burning rate with respect to a common bomb pressure.

rnormalized

⎛P ⎞
= rmeasured ⎜ av ⎟
⎝ P ⎠

n

(2)

The results of the normalization are presented in Table 8
Table 8: Measured and Normalized Burning Rates for Statistical Analysis

Batch Sample

Ignition Burn Out Avg. Test Burning Rate
Pressure Pressure Pressure as Measured
-1

Normalized
Burning Rate
-1

(psi)

(psi)

(psi)

(in.sec )

(in.sec )

SBII02-03

1010

1144

1077

0.3029

0.3027

SBII02-11

1007

1142

1075

0.3053

0.3052

SBII02-12

1014

1158

1086

0.3062

0.3053

SBII02-13

1010

1144

1077

0.3035

0.3033

SBII02-14

976

1117

1046

0.3042

0.3061

SBII02-15

1010

1150

1080

0.3107

0.3102

The normalized burning rates are plotted with respect to the overall average pressure
(1074.5 psi) in Figure 26.
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Normalized EVAL-SBII02- 03, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and Theoretical

0.311

Normalized Sample Data
Theoretical
r = 0.055 P exp(0.243)

0.309

Burning Rate (in.sec-1)

0.307

0.305

0.303

rav = 0.299 in.sec-1

0.301

0.299

0.297
Pav = 1073.5 psi
0.295
1068

1070

1072

1074

1076

1078

1080

Test Pressure (psi)

Figure 26: Normalized Burning Rates vs. Overall Average Pressure

Figure 26 allows a visual appreciation of the good correlation between all the repeated
tests. The scale of the Burning Rate axis was magnified to provide a better distinction
between the points.
Conclusively, the batch to batch comparison and the single pressure comparison
furtherance the high level of repeatability achievable with Strand Burner II.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
4.1 Summary

A new capability exists in the author’s laboratory to perform experiments on
advanced composite solid propellant formulations. The new strand burner facility is
capable of testing 1.8 cm long, 6 mm diameter samples at static pressures as high as 360
atm. Burning rates are obtained from simultaneous pressure and light emission and video
acquisition in a safe and low cost environment. The upgrades implemented allow the
researchers to conduct emission spectroscopy sampling allowing the researcher to analyze
the products reacting within the combustion flame. Outstanding performance of the new
strand burner was demonstrated throughout the normal operation range of 500 to 2300 psi.
Good correlation was found between the burning rates obtained from the pressure trace and
burning rates obtained from the light emission recording providing redundancy.
Repeatability in the measurement was verified by burning 20 samples from 2 different
batches. The average burning rates equations generated for these batches presented linear
regression coefficient in the high 0.9 without suppressing outliers. Because of the very
good agreement of the 2 average burning rate equations they were further averaged into 1
equation to represent the propellant mix as a whole and compare with assurance against the
data collected in the original setup.
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Confidence level in the accuracy was proven by comparing the burning rate of
different batches of the same propellant composition in both strand burners.
Characterization of the original facility was previously presented for two AP / HTPP-based
propellant mixtures;21 the data compared favorably with existing data from the literature
for the same mixture formulas, indicating that the facility produces results consistent with
those from established facilities
4.2 Discussion

Theoretical capability to predict the burning rate of real propellants from their
ingredients would be an invaluable aid to formulating solid propellants. Unfortunately, no
comprehensive means of this sort exist today for solid propellants.1-3 This short coming is
not due to insufficient computational resources, but rather to a lack of fundamental
understanding of the combustion mechanisms in the condensed phase, surface interface,
and gaseous combustion zones of typical propellant mixtures. Because the setup described
herein is best suited for the direct determination of burning rates of solid propellants, it can
be used to validate theoretical studies or benchmark statistical computer models of the
burning process and behavior of solid rockets or non-propulsion applications of solid
propellants (automotive airbags, shut-off vanes, etc.).
A trial-and-error approach has always played a central role in the development of
new energetic materials for use as explosives and propellants. It is an approach dictated by
necessity, not by choice. Since its creation in the late 1940’s,11 the strand burner has
historically been the inevitable first step in the design optimization and final service
acceptance of a propellant. The setup described in this thesis was proven to be very
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proficient in these tasks. Work conducted to date in this facility includes a comprehensive
study on the performance of both non-metallized and metallized composite propellants
wherein a fraction of the conventional aluminum content in Al / AP / HTPB mixtures was
replaced by nano-sized aluminum.13

Current activities also include the exploration of

additives that increase or otherwise modify the burning rate of composite propellants.16
Several improvements to the methodology and diagnostic techniques have been
implemented. For example, the light emission intensity that was measured as a whole is
now measured for specific wavelengths (200 - 800 nm) by passing the collected light
through a spectrometer to monitor. This valuable data allow the researcher to detect the
presence of key gas-phase species within the combustion zone by matching the dominant
wavelengths to known data. These species could be the result of primary-fuel oxidation or
by-products directly related to the presence of various additives of interest. Additional
resources also include advanced materials characterization capabilities available through
collaboration with materials science personnel at UCF, as in Small et al.16 Materials
characterization such as transmission electron microscopy and x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy of reactant particles and combustion products are possible.
4.3

Recommendations

The characterization tests presented herein demonstrate the validity and the quality
of the data collected with the current equipment; nonetheless in the intent of increasing the
accuracy and the detail of the experiments without compromising safety the following
improvement are recommended.
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During the characterization exercise, the Strand Burner II was subjected to pressures
as high as 2526 psi without noticeable structural affect and even if the assembly was
designed to contain internal pressures as high as 8000 psi it is recommended to secure a
third set of braces (SB-02-513 and SB-02-515) at the area of high stress concentration. The
finite element analysis conducted on a conservative model of the SB-II assembly
pressurized at 5000 psi (Ref Appendix H for a summary of the analysis) highlight a 1 in
weak ‘ring’ on the MAIN BODY (SB-02-503) locate right after the three windows (Ref.
Figure 45 and Figure 46). At the worst node, a maximum hoop stress of 53553 psi is
predicted. Based on the tensile strength for SAE 4140 N steel, the system still holds a
margin of safety of 4 at 5000 psi.

MS =

MS =

σ allowable
σ applied

(2)

53553
=4
215000

During the FEA, a maximum deflection of 0.0257 in was recorded on the AFT
END-CAP (SB-02-505) WINDOW (SB-02-301). This is a conservative estimate
considering that the ‘shoulder’ restraining the windows – and lowering the windows
surface subjected to the internal pressure – were not modeled. Still, the strength of the
windows could be increase by ~ 68% by replacing the polycarbonate windows with 20%
glass-filled polycarbonate.
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With the addition of the new strand burner, it would now be fairly simple to convert
the original strand burner into a ‘dump tank’ and convert the entire setup from isochoric to
isobaric burning testing. The experiment is currently performed under constant volume, and
the burn time is measured by monitoring the pressure gradient. The resulting burning rate is
then associated with the average pressure of the run. A check valve placed between SB-I
and SB-II would allow gases to transfer from one tank to another during the burn keeping
SB-II at a preset constant pressure. The resulting burning rate / testing pressure relation
would be more accurate than the current design. Because a high pressure dump tank is
already available, this modification has been qualified as low cost.
Another recommendation is to replace the optical polycarbonate windows with
sapphire windows (fused silica). This change would facilitate the cleaning, reduce the
damages that occur during the removal, cleaning and even from the hot solid particulates
blasted from the combustion surface onto the low melting temperature Lexan, but most of
all, sapphire windows manufactured by specialized companies come with a wide
transmission range and would not act as a passive filters. To minimize the cost, only the
optical ports used for high accuracy emission recording may be replaced.
Upon the completion of the burn testing of an entire propellant batch (~10 samples)
the strand burner is dismantled, cleaned, dried, and assembled back together. Because the
new strand burner weights over 90 lb this operation is cumbersome. A non-structural 1/8 in
thick cylindrical stainless steel liner - with openings for the optical ports of course - that
slides right in the strand burner body, would collect the majority of the grime. At the end of
a batch testing, the researcher would remove the Forward End-Cap, remove and clean the
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liner before putting it back in place. This extra layer of protection would extent the
longevity of the system and lowers the frequency of cleaning, reducing the turn around
time between batches.
Burning rate variation due to initial grain temperature difference at the time of
testing from sample to sample or even batch to batch could be eliminated by keeping the
strands, the argon but most of all the strand burner at constant temperature. Furthermore,
setting the strands and the strand burner in a temperature controlled environment would
allow the researcher to investigate the temperature influence on the burning rate of the
propellant mixture.
The energy conveyed by a LASER tuned adequately could be used as a nonintrusive ignition system.22
The most substantial and complex change would be to replace the current burning
rate measurement methodology with a more sophisticated non-intrusive methods. Intrusive
methods such as imbedded timing wires have proven to be accurate and dependable, but
require protracted preparations. The most current method in use in the solid rocket
propellant research arena is the ultrasonic pulse echo and the transmission microwave
interferometry methods. Such methods would bring a greater accuracy in the determination
of the burning rate of the propellants. Dauch et al.36 published a 3.5% to 5% relative
uncertainty when comparing the pulse-echo ultrasonic technique with Direct Monte-Carlo
simulations. Nevertheless, it is recommended to conduct a cost analysis before integrating
such system noting that a full characterization exercise would be needed along with a new
testing, data reduction and interpretation procedure.
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And finally, upgrading the emission spectroscopy instrumentation would greatly
support the UCF solid rocket propellant research group in the investigation of the effect of
novel burn rate modifiers. The current emission spectrometry setup offers a 1 nm
resolution. Increasing this resolution along with the integration of optical filters to clean
background noise and isolate spectral bands of interest would magnify features that are
looked after during the interpretation of the data. To reach a higher level of flame emission
expertise and further explore the properties and composition of the combustion region both
a Focusing Schlieren System (FSS) and a Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)
are recommended. While the CARS would provide accurate temperature profile
determination above the burning surface, the FSS is devoted to the flame structure study
and would back the finding of the CARS up and provide accurate chemical sampling within
the combustion zone.30

Such study could be carried in parallel with XPS or SEM

inspection of the structure of the extinguished burning surface by quenching (rapid
depressurization of the strand burner).35
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APPENDIX A: TESTING PROCEDURE
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For the operator safety, a lab coat must be worn during all operations.

When

highlighted within the following procedure, powder free latex gloves, ear protection and
ear muff must also be worn. If skin contact occurs during the strand handling and
preparation, wash immediately with soap and water. If eye contact occurs during the
handling and preparation, do not rub eye, rinse thoroughly using the eye wash solution
located in the green case above the sink. Before testing, the pressure system must be
inspected and tested for leak up to few hundred psi (~500psi) using a leak detection
solution such as Snoop, retighten loose connection accordingly. In the event of a major
leak and/or bursting of the pressure system, turn the illuminated switch on the face of the
control panel off and exit the laboratory. If noise level is deemed to high, stay away till the
system vents completely.
The system is designed such that the results of the combustion are exhausted outside the
laboratory, nevertheless the testing area must be kept ventilated throughout the entire
procedure.

1. Wearing powder free latex gloves and eye protection, select a ‘good’ strand from a
selected batch. Record batch number. A ‘good’ strand is showing continuity (no
cracks or voids) and uniformity or consistency (no change in color or FOD).
2. Peel off the clear tubing using a sharp edge without damaging the strand.
3. Cut both ends of the strand till it measures approximately 1 in.
4. Measure and record the strand length, diameter at three different locations with a
digital caliper. Weigh and record the strand on a high precision digital scale.
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5. Cut a ¼ in of plastic clear tubing. Coat the inside of the tube with HTPB using a Qtip.
6. Dip one end of the strand in HTPB and fit it into the tube. Coat the rest of the
strand except the tip (burning surface) with HTPB using a Q-tip to prevent side
burning.
7. Set the strand straight up within a temporary holder to let the HTPB in excess run
down (1 to 2 minutes).
8. Clean the strand holder connector by running it under water to remove the dust and
soot.

Dry right away using Kimwipes.

To enhance connectivity brush the

connectors with a metallic brush, a metallic file or sand paper.
9. Coat the threads of the strand holder with antiseize compound, and lubricate the Oring with high pressure grease.
10. Install the strand into the strand holder.
11. Warp Ni-chrome ignition wire between the 2 connectors. The wire must be tight
and in contact with the burning surface (uncoated tip of the strand).
Plastic Clear
Tubing (holder)

Steel Eyelet (ground)
Ni-chrome
Ignition Wire
HTPB Coated
Propellant
Sample

Greased O-Rings

Figure 27: Propellant Sample as Mounted on the Strand Holder
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Copper Eyelet
(positive lead)

12. Secure the strand holder into the strand burner. From this point forward gloves are
not required.
13. Connect the positive lead of the strand holder to the ignition relay, verify
connectivity using an Ohmmeter. Connect the ignition relay to the 12 V battery.

From the
Ignition
Relay

Remotely
Operated
Ignition
Relay

12V Battery

+

Figure 28: Ignition Circuit

14. Select one strand burner for testing by opening its ball valve and closing the other
strand burner’s.

To the
Strand
Burner
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15. Close the bypass emergency exit valve.
Exit Flow Control
Valve (manually set)

Remotely Controlled
Exit Valve

Bypass Emergency
Manual Valve

Figure 29: Venting Line Valves

16. Set the working gas (nitrogen) regulator to 60 - 80 psi and turn the ON / OFF
regulator valve on. Set the test gas (argon) regulator to a value slightly higher than
the test pressure desired.

Fill Flow Control
Valve (manually set)

Set Working Pressure
Regulator to 60 - 80 psi

Set Testing Pressure Regulator(s) as Required

Ar
(reserve)

Ar

Ar

Ar
(reserve)

Figure 30: Compress Gas Bottle Arrangement
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N

17. Turn the pressure transducer power supplied ON, verified that it is set to 28.0 V,
0.01 A; and plug the Omega digital display (power supply of the secondary pressure
transducer).

Figure 31: Pressure Transducer Power Supply

18. Turn the photoreceiver ON.

Photoreceiver

Photoreceiver
ON / OFF Switch

Fill / Exhaust Line

Figure 32: Photoreceiver
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19. Turn the warning red light and exit the burn testing area (red room) sliding the door
shut behind you.

Warning Light Switch

Figure 33: Warning Light Switch

20. The red light is a visual signal to warn all personnel present in the lab that high
pressure experiment is in progress meaning that the red room must be evacuated and
hearing protection (ear muffs) is required.

Figure 34: Warning Light
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21. At the control panel, power ON the control board. 2 switches: main power, in the
back of the panel; and pressure solenoid power, on the face of the panel.
Instrumentation Power Switch (2nd)
Back Side

Main Power
Switch (1st)

Front Side

Figure 35: Remote Control Panel

22. Purging: with the exhaust vent closed, open the intake valve momentarily to
partially fill the strand burner to 100 to 200 psi then vent it. Repeat once.
23. Open the intake valve to fill the strand burner to the desired test pressure. Record
the strand burner pressure and ambient air temperature.
24. Turn the Lab ceiling light off. While this greatly improves the quality of the light
emission measurement, it is optional and should not compromise the team safety.
25. Start the emission spectroscopy acquisition from the SpectraSuite GUI.
26. From the GageScope software, trigger the pressure and light emission acquisition.
Verify both systems are properly recording.
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27. Push the ignition button until ignition (quick raise in pressure on the pressure digital
display).
28. Looking at the trace of the pressure transducer output voltage on GageScope, verify
that the acquisition recorded the entire burning phase and the ignition and extinction
inflection points are apparent.
29. Save the data logs on the computer hard drive.
30. From the control panel open the exhaust valve till the strand pressure reaches 0 psi.
Fill up the pressure strand with few hundreds psi of argon; then purge.
31. The red light may be turn off, the red room is now accessible. Open the manual
emergency exhaust bypass valve, disconnect the battery from the strand holder.
Remove and clean the strand holder. Prepare the next sample for testing. Clean the
strand burner every 8 to 10 burns.
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APPENDIX B: A TYPICAL LINEAR REGRESSION BURN
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The following diaporama presents in a frame by frame sequence, the typical burn
test linear regression of the burning surface. These pictures were extracted from a video
recording of an early burn for its clarity. The early samples were burnt within their Teflon
encasing. This made great video footages as the tubing controlled the flame and the
products of the combustion in the plan view, but the confinement of high pressure gases
often induced explosion of the sample before the end of the test. This was alleviated by
removing the encasing and coating the side of the strand with liquid HTPB.

Figure 36: A Typical Burning Sequence
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APPENDIX C: STRAND BURNER I OVERVIEW
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APPENDIX D: STRAND BURNER II DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX E: INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION
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APPENDIX F: PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION CURVES
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Table 9: Calibration Curve for PX02C1-7.5KG5T
Nominal
psi
0
3750
7500
3750
0

As Read
vdc
0.0012
2.5076
5.0073
2.5103
0.001

8000
7000
6000

y = 1497.734x - 3.675
R2 = 1.000

5000
Omega display setup
Rd.5.0
IN 1
0002
Rd 1
0000
IN 2
Rd 2

5010
7500

4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Table 10: Calibration Curve for PX309-7.5KG5V
Nominal
psi
0
1500
3750
5000
7500
7000
5000
3750
1500
0

As Read
psi
vdc
0
0.001
1497
0.998
3748.5
2.499
4997
3.331
7506
5.004
7005
4.67
4997
3.331
3748.5
2.499
1497
0.998
0
0.001

Omega display setup
Rd.5.0
IN 1
0000
Rd 1
0002
IN 2
Rd 2

5001
7500

8000

7000

6000

y = 1499.270x + 1.904
R2 = 1.000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0

1

2
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3

4

5

6

APPENDIX G: MATLAB CODE
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% GageScope Data Smoother
% Rodolphe ‘Gino’ CARRO
% 04-09-2006
close all
clear all
Counter = 0;
Delta = 150;
bb = input('\nEnter the Batch Number: ');
Batch = num2str(bb);
if (bb < 10)
Batch_Folder = strcat('MDA', '0', Batch);
else
Batch = num2str(bb);
Batch_Folder = strcat('MDA', Batch);
end
Current_Directory = pwd;
Batch_Directory = strcat (Current_Directory, '\', Batch_Folder);
if (isdir(Batch_Directory) == 1)
cd (Batch_Directory);
else fprintf( '%s is not an existing folder \n', Batch_Folder);
end
Sample_Folder = strcat(Batch_Folder, '-01');
ss = 2;
while (isdir(Sample_Folder) == 1)
Sample = num2str(ss);
if (ss < 10)
Sample_Folder = strcat(Batch_Folder, '-0', Sample);
else
Sample_Folder = strcat(Batch_Folder, '-', Sample);
end
ss = ss + 1;
end
Number_of_Samples = ss -2;
fprintf('\nThere are %d Samples available for Batch Number 0%d \n',
Number_of_Samples, bb);
ss = 1;
while (ss <= Number_of_Samples)
Sample = num2str(ss);
if (ss < 10)
Sample_Folder = strcat(Batch_Folder, '-0', Sample);
else
Sample_Folder = strcat(Batch_Folder, '-', Sample);
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end
if (isdir(Sample_Folder) == 1)
cd (Sample_Folder),
Pressure_File = strcat(Sample_Folder, '-01.asc');
Light_File = strcat(Sample_Folder, '-02.asc');
fid = fopen (Pressure_File);
if fid ==-1
fprintf ('\nThere is no data recorded for Sample %s \n',
Sample_Folder);
Counter = Counter + 1;
else
Pressure_Data_Original = dlmread (Pressure_File, '\t');
Light_Data_Original = dlmread (Light_File, '\t');
Pressure_Data_Original_Size = size (Pressure_Data_Original,1);
for (Row = 1 : 2 : Pressure_Data_Original_Size / 2)
Pressure_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
Light_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
end
Pressure_Data_Original_Size = size (Pressure_Data_Original,1);
for (Row = 1 : 2 : Pressure_Data_Original_Size / 2)
Pressure_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
Light_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
end
%
Pressure_Data_Original_Size = size
(Pressure_Data_Original,1);
%
for (Row = 1 : 2 : Pressure_Data_Original_Size / 2)
%
Pressure_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
%
Light_Data_Original(Row,:) = [];
%end
P_Time = Pressure_Data_Original(:, 1);
L_Time = Light_Data_Original(:, 1);
Pressure_In = (Pressure_Data_Original(:, 2) * 1495.752 2.542779);
Light_In = Light_Data_Original(:, 2);
N = 37;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

function yout = smooth(yin,N)
SMOOTH.M: Smooths vector data
YOUT=SMOOTH(YIN,N) smooths the data in YIN using a running
mean over 2*N+1 successive point, N points on each side of
the current point. At the ends of the series skewed or onesided means are used.
Olof Liungman, 1997
Dept. of Oceanography, Earth Sciences Centre
Göteborg University, Sweden

%if nargin<2, error('Not enough input arguments!'), end
[rows,cols] = size(Pressure_In);
Pressure_In = (Pressure_In(:))';
Light_In = (Light_In(:))';
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l = length(Pressure_In);
Pressure_Out = zeros(1,l);
Light_Out = zeros(1,1);
P_Temp = zeros(2*N+1,l-2*N);
L_Temp = zeros(2*N+1,l-2*N);
P_Temp(N+1,:) = Pressure_In(N+1:l-N);
L_Temp(N+1,:) = Light_In(N+1:l-N);
for i = 1:N
Pressure_Out(i) = mean(Pressure_In(1:i+N));
Light_Out(i) = mean(Light_In(1:i+N));
Pressure_Out(l-i+1) = mean(Pressure_In(l-i-N:l));
Light_Out(l-i+1) = mean(Light_In(l-i-N:l));
P_Temp(i,:) = Pressure_In(i:l-2*N+i-1);
L_Temp(i,:) = Light_In(i:l-2*N+i-1);
P_Temp(N+i+1,:) = Pressure_In(N+i+1:l-N+i);
L_Temp(N+i+1,:) = Light_In(N+i+1:l-N+i);
end
Pressure_Out(N+1:l-N) = mean(P_Temp);
Light_Out(N+1:l-N) = mean(L_Temp);
if size(Pressure_Out)~=[rows,cols],
Pressure_Out = Pressure_Out';
Light_Out = Light_Out';
end
Pressure_Light_Matrix = [P_Time, Pressure_Out, Light_Out];
%Saving the file
Smoothed_File = strcat('Smoothed-', Sample_Folder, '.asc');
dlmwrite (Smoothed_File, Pressure_Light_Matrix, '\t');
fclose(fid);

%finding the Minimum and Maximum Pressure
[M, N] = size (Pressure_Light_Matrix);
Max = Pressure_Light_Matrix(1, 2);
Min = Pressure_Light_Matrix(1, 2);
for Indice = 2 : 1 : M-1
Previous = Pressure_Light_Matrix(Indice-1, 2);
Current = Pressure_Light_Matrix(Indice, 2);
Next = Pressure_Light_Matrix(Indice+1, 2);
if Current > Previous
CurrentMax = Current;
if CurrentMax > Max
Max = CurrentMax;
MaxIndice = Indice;
end
end
if Current < Next
CurrentMin = Current;
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if CurrentMin < Min
Min = CurrentMin;
MinIndice = Indice;
end
end
end
if MaxIndice > M - Delta;
MaxIndice = M - Delta;
end
if MinIndice < 111
MinIndice = 111;
end
Max;
MaxIndice;
Min;
MinIndice;
i = 1;
for Indice = MinIndice - 110 : 1 : MaxIndice + Delta
ReducedP_Time(i, 1) = P_Time(Indice);
ReducedPressure_Out(i, 1) = Pressure_Out(Indice);
ReducedLight_Out(i, 1) = Light_Out(Indice);
ReducedPressure_Light_Matrix = [ReducedP_Time,
ReducedPressure_Out, ReducedLight_Out];
i = i + 1;
end
%Saving the reduced file (not quite working properly yet)
Smoothed_R_File = strcat('Smoothed_R-', Sample_Folder,
'.asc');
dlmwrite (Smoothed_R_File, ReducedPressure_Light_Matrix,
'\t');
end
end
ss = ss + 1;
cd ..;
end
cd ..;
Total = ss - Counter - 1;
fprintf('\n%d Samples have been analysed.\n\n', Total);
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APPENDIX H: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
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Here is a list of the assumptions used to conservatively simplify the Finite Element
Model (FEM) representing the strand burner assembly:
•

The complete strand burner assembly as represented on

•

Figure 37 was modeled and meshed using Quad Shell 2D Mesh. A 3D meshing was
deemed not necessary due to the simple (uniform and normal to nodes) load
distribution.

Figure 37: SB-II Configuration for FEM

•

The thickness variation from the threads was not modeled throughout the assembly.

•

The WINDOW FRAMES (SB-02-511) were not modeled separately but considered
integral with the WINDOW FRAMES (SB-05-509).

•

Isotropic AISI 4140 steel material properties was assigned to every metallic components,
including the STRAND HOLDER (SB-02-501). Refer to

•

Figure 38 for the detail of these properties.
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AISI 4140 Steel

Figure 38: Isotropic AISI 4140 Steel Material Properties as Assigned to Metallic Components

•

The isotropic material properties assigned to the four (4) WINDOWs (SB-02-301) were
as defined in

•

Figure 39.

Figure 39: Isotropic Polycarbonate Material Properties as Assigned to the Windows
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•

A mid surface was generated for the MAIN BODY (SB-02-503) with three (3) coplanar 1.81 in apertures for the windows (Ref. Figure 40)

Figure 40: Main Body Mid-Surface with the Window Apertures

•

The END-CAPs were modeled using the same principles as for the MAIN BODY as
seen on Figure 41.

Figure 41: FEM Representation of the Forward End-Cap
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•

Then the four (4) WINDOWs were modeled using Quads and Tri Mesh (Ref.

•

Figure 42) and assigned the properties of Lexan (

•

Figure 39).

Figure 42: FEM Representation of the Lexan Windows

•

The constrains were modeled as presented on Figure 43 to replicate the constrictive
action provided by the strand burner braces (SB-02-513 and SB-02-515)

Figure 43: FEM Representation of the Constraints
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•

Every internal surface was subjected to a uniform and normal load distribution to
reproduce a 340 atm (5000 psi) pressurization. Figure 44 shows a cross section of
the FEM and the force vectors applied to the nodes.

Figure 44: Cross Section View of the FEM and the Force Vectors

The model was then analyzed using the NE / Nastran for Windows 8.3 solver. The
major and minor principal stresses are displayed on Figure 45 and Figure 46 respectively.
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Figure 45: Major Principal Stresses

Figure 46: Minor Principal Stresses

Refer to Section 4.3 for a presentation of the findings from the FEA.
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